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Abstract 
 
This study sought to investigate the key determining 
characteristics in the writing performance of first-year 
Chulalongkorn University students across language 
proficiency levels as measured by CU-TEP. The focus was on 
both syntactic and lexical complexity components. The 
sample comprised the writings from a corpus of 4,812 first-
year students divided into four CEFR levels (C1, B2, B1, and 
A2), using CU-TEP and corresponding CEFR levels as the 
strata. The sample size of all four groups was identical 
comprising 50 students each, totaling 200 students. Multiple 
computational tools were utilized for data analysis. The 
findings revealed that the distinctive features typifying the 
most proficient writers include the production of longer as 
well as more clausally and phrasally complex sentences. They 
also demonstrated high lexical richness through the use of 
wide-ranging vocabulary and rare or sophisticated academic 
words. These features were also discovered in other less 
proficient groups but to a lesser extent at decreasing 
proficiency levels.  It was also found that the syntactic 
complexity measures that better differentiated proficiency 
levels were: mean length of sentence, mean length of T-unit, 
and mean length of clause while all three lexical complexity 
indices were proven to be good predictors of L2 writing 
quality. 
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Introduction 
 
 Effective writing skills have grown in importance within the global 
community. As such, teaching writing is playing an increasingly important 
role in second language education (Padgate, 2008; Weigle, 2002), with 
good writing skills constituting a significant means of effective 
communication on the part of the writer. Despite its importance, writing 
is often viewed by learners as the most difficult of all the four skills in 
English (Fatemi, 2008; Richards & Renandya, 2002) since it requires a high 
level of language proficiency to generate and organize the writer’s ideas 
in a way that enables the reader to understand their thoughts and ideas 
clearly and precisely. It is hardly surprising that students at all education 
levels often find themselves struggling with an academic writing task. As 
Celce-Murcia and Olshtain (2000) point out, even skilled writers at times 
find writing no easy task. 
 In an attempt to explore what makes an L2 learner a proficient 
writer, much research has focused on the notions of complexity, accuracy, 
and fluency (CAF), which are used as performance descriptors for both the 
oral and written assessments of language learners and the indicators of 
learners’ proficiency underlying their performance (Housen & Kuiken, 
2009). A number of studies have aimed to explore the distinguishing 
qualities of learner writing performance at different levels of English 
proficiency as measured by standardized proficiency tests such as IELTS, 
TOEFL, and Cambridge English examinations, among others with the focus 
on various linguistic aspects and diversified groups of learners. In the Thai 
EFL context, on the other hand, several studies have placed greater 
emphasis on the error analysis of students’ writing (e.g. Kampookaew, 
2020; Sermsook et al., 2017), or improving their grammatical accuracy 
(Tan & Manochphinyo, 2017). Addressing CAF, Thongyoi and Poonpon 
(2020) looked into phrasal complexity measures that can predict EFL 
students’ writing performance. Although there are a number of studies on 
lexicon, they largely concentrate on such aspects as the relationship 
between vocabulary size and reading comprehension or between 
vocabulary size and years of study.  
 Very few studies so far have dealt with syntactic complexity in the 
company of lexical complexity. It is hoped that this present study can 
contribute to a better understanding of the distinctive characteristics of 
students’ writing performance manifested at each level of proficiency, 
enabling the teacher to design writing courses and prepare materials that 
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further improve the writing skills of more proficient students while 
minimizing less proficient students’ weaknesses.  
 To that effect, in response to the notion that syntactic complexity 
is an important measure of development and writing proficiency in L2 
(Gustin, 2019; Kyle & Crossley, 2018; Larsen-Freeman, 1978; Lu, 2011), the 
current study intends to investigate both the syntactic and lexical aspects 
of complexity to provide a richer educational context around students’ 
writing proficiency. Unlike previous studies focusing on the written 
performance of L2 learners from different backgrounds such as age, 
nationality, L1, and the like, this study aims to analyze the writing of a 
relatively homogeneous group of first-year university students for features 
regarding syntactic and lexical complexity that might typify their levels of 
English proficiency as determined by CU-TEP. 
 

Literature Review 
 
 A growing body of research has adopted the complexity 
component of the CAF triad, – the other two being accuracy and fluency – 
as the indices of language proficiency and writing quality. This is in tandem 
with the views of several scholars that one way of detailing language 
learners’ proficiency is to rely on the indices that measure complexity 
features (Bulté & Housen, 2015; Kovacevic, 2018; Lu, 2014). The 
complexity component is further divided into syntactic and lexical 
complexity. 
 
Syntactic Complexity 
 
 Syntactic complexity is commonly characterized as the degree of 
variation, elaboration, and sophistication of the grammatical structures 
used in language production (Housen & Kuiken, 2009; Lu, 2011; Ortega, 
2003; Wolf-Quintero et al., 1998; Zhang & Lu, 2022). It is considered an 
important measure for assessing L2 writing proficiency (Larsen-Freeman, 
1978; Larsson & Kaatari, 2020; Lu, 2011) since more proficient writers tend 
to produce more complex syntactic features (Kim, 2014). They also 
generate syntactically longer texts (Grant & Ginther, 2000; Kim, 2014; 
Ortega, 2003). Several studies have investigated the syntactic aspects of 
complexity. 

For instance, a study by Kyle and Crossley (2018), which measured 
syntactic complexity in L2 writing using fine-grained clausal and phrasal 
indices, found that the fine-grained indices of phrasal complexity were 
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better predictors of writing quality than traditional or fine-grained clausal 
indices. The results substantiated Biber et al.’s (2011) findings about 
complexity and academic L2 writing proficiency. Similarly, Thongyoi and 
Poonpon (2020) examined phrasal complexity measures as predictors of 
EFL university academic writing proficiency. Three measures were found 
to potentially predict the writing proficiency of more proficient students. 
Unlike these two studies, Chuenchaichon (2011) investigated the syntactic 
complexity of writing produced by Thai EFL writers, using clauses per T-
unit ratio, dependent clauses per clause ratio, and dependent clauses per 
T-unit ratio. These clausal complexity measures were manifested as 
feasible measures. 
 To identify the best indicators of L2 writing proficiency with respect 
to text length, lexical complexity, and syntactic complexity, Kim (2014) 
identified different uses of linguistic features across learners’ proficiency 
levels. More proficient writers produced longer texts, used a more diverse 
range of vocabulary, and wrote more words per sentence and complex 
nominals.   
 Empirically, there appears disagreement among syntactic 
complexity researchers on the validity and reliability of indices of syntactic 
complexity that can best predict learners’ writing proficiency (Zhang & Lu, 
2022). Wolf-Quintero et al. (1998) suggest multiple measures for further 
exploration, some of which include words per T-unit, words per clause, 
clauses per T-unit, dependent clauses per clause among others. These 
length-based and subordination-based measures have been adopted out 
of a common belief that longer production units and higher amounts of 
subordination reflect higher levels of fluency (Gustin, 2019; Liu & Li, 2016). 
For example, Chen et al. (2014) reported significant correlations between 
mean length of sentence and mean length of clauses and the quality of 
Chinese EFL university students’ writing (Zhang & Lu, 2022).   
 While these assertions have been supported by several scholars 
(e.g. Banerjee et al., 2007; Chuenchaichon, 2011), the complexity 
measures have been criticized in terms of their usefulness in the 
descriptive account of language (Larsson & Kaatari, 2020). For instance, 
such measures as mean range of T-unit or clausal construct (e.g. 
subordinate clauses per T-unit) fail to capture any differences between 
clausal and phrasal complexity (Biber et al., 2020; Larsson & Kaatari, 2020). 
According to Biber et al. (2011), since clausal complexity is considered a 
more prominent feature of conversation than academic writing, the use of 
clausal measures to assess proficiency in novice academic writing could 
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undermine their reliability. Instead, they recommend phrasal complexity 
as preferable.   
 Numerous studies (e.g. Kyle & Crossley, 2018; Lu, 2011) have 
confirmed Biber et al’s claims about phrase-level structures as more 
reliable measures. In a similar vein, many scholars view a reliance on the 
amount of clausal subordination alone as problematic as research has 
shown that an increase in the level of noun phrasal complexity is related 
to higher proficiency writing (e.g. Biber et al., 2016; Kyle & Crossley, 2018; 
Lu, 2011), leading to a call for more attention to fine-grained features that 
take into consideration the structural types of clause and phrases (Biber 
et al., 2016; Kyle & Crossley, 2018; Zhang & Lu, 2022). 
 Another area that has garnered much research attention is the 
automatic analysis of syntactic complexity, using wide-ranging 
computational tools.  Kyle (2016) developed the tool for the Automatic 
Analysis of Syntactic Sophistication and Complexity (TAASSC), which 
features a broad spectrum of fine-grained linguistic measures. Lu (2010), 
on the other hand, developed the L2 Syntactic Complexity Analyzer 
(L2SCA), which includes 14 indices of syntactic complexity for analyzing 
texts written by L2 learners. Several studies (e.g. Gustin, 2019; Kim, 2014) 
have used L2SCA. 
 Although research tends to show a shift from clausal complexity to 
phrasal sophistication or phrasal complexity (Gustin, 2019), a number of 
L2 writing researchers (e.g. Gustin, 2019; Kyle & Crossley, 2018; Norris & 
Ortega, 2000) are inclined to embrace the idea that syntactic complexity 
should be perceived as a multidimensional construct, encompassing 
complexity at different structural levels (global, clausal, and phrasal). This 
has led scholars in the field to investigate both length and subordination 
measures as well as phrasal complexity, nominal complexity, and 
coordination (Gustin, 2019; Polio, 2017). This view will be justified in the 
present study. 
 
Lexical Complexity 
 
 Lexical complexity is defined as a multidimensional feature of 
language use. It measures the proportion of relatively rare or sophisticated 
words in the learners’ writings (Zhang et al., 2022) and can predict writing 
quality as well as the degree of formality (Zhu, 2013). Lexical complexity 
encompasses diversity, sophistication, and density (Bayazaidi et al., 2020; 
Read, 2000; Wolf-Quintero et al., 1998). 
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 In essence, lexical diversity refers to the size of the lexicon which 
has traditionally been measured by means of type-token ratio (TTR) 
measures (Michel, 2017). However, the measures have been found to be 
affected by text length or sample size (Bayazaidi et al., 2020; Malvern & 
Richards, 2002). A more robust method of measuring lexical diversity 
called D has been proposed by Malvern and Richards (2002) to address the 
issue of text length (Banerjee et al., 2007; Bayazaidi et al., 2020). According 
to Skehan (2009), D indicates the extent to which the speaker avoids 
recycling the same set of words. A text with a lower D suggests the person 
often relies on the same set of words (Bayazaidi et al., 2020). 
 Lexical sophistication, on the other hand, refers to the depth of 
lexis measured by such measures as frequency of rare or academic words 
(Michel, 2017). Some researchers (e.g. Jarvis et al., 2003) use average 
word length to gauge lexical sophistication, assuming that longer words 
tend to be more sophisticated. However, it has been argued that this 
measure fails to predict writing quality or effectively differentiate 
proficiency levels (Bayazaidi et al., 2020; Verspoor et al., 2012). In contrast, 
Lu’s (2012) Lexical Complexity Analyzer considered words, lexical words, 
and verbs not featured on the 2,000 most frequent words list as ranked by 
the British Nation Corpus (Kim, 2014). 
 Several studies have identified the use of lexical density, lexical 
diversity, and lexical sophistication as features that discriminate 
proficiency levels. To illustrate, Hawkey and Barker (2004) analyzed a 
corpus of scripts written by candidates at three Cambridge ESOL 
examination levels to identify the key distinguishing features in learners’ 
writing performance. One interesting finding was that range of vocabulary 
was possibly a feature determining proficiency levels. Likewise, Banerjee 
et al. (2007) also confirmed that writing performance at increasing IELTS 
band levels displayed greater lexical variation and sophistication.  
 Lexical density is a term often used to describe the proportion of 
content words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs) to the total number 
of words (Johansson, 2008). By investigating lexical density, Johansson 
(2008) suggests the notion of information packaging. That is, a text with a 
high proportion of content words (or lexical words) contains more 
information than one featuring a high proportion of function words 
(prepositions, articles, conjunctions, pronouns). A number of studies (e.g. 
To et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2021) revealed that the lexical density of EFL 
students was generally low, which affected the quality of their writing 
since most of the writings had few content words and were written in a 
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complex way instead of choosing the exact words to convey the meaning 
(Syarif & Putri, 2018). 
 Like syntactic complexity, various automatic tools have been 
developed to analyze lexical complexity. Chief among them are L2 
Syntactic Complexity Analyzer (Lu, 2012), TAALES (Tool for the Automatic 
Analysis of Lexical Sophistication, Kyle & Crossley, 2014) and LCA-AW 
(Lexical Complexity Analyzer for Academic Writing, Nasseri & Lu, 2020) V. 
2.2.      
 

Methodology 
 
Research Questions  

 
 The purpose of this study was to investigate the key distinguishing 
characteristics in the writing performance of first-year Chulalongkorn 
University students across language proficiency levels as measured by CU-
TEP with the focus on the syntactic and lexical dimensions of the 
complexity component of CAF.  The study sought to address the following 
questions: 
1. What are the key defining features in the writing performance of 

students at four different English proficiency levels with respect to: 
a. syntactic complexity? 
b. lexical complexity? 

2. Which syntactic complexity measures better differentiate each 
proficiency level? 

3. Which lexical complexity measures better differentiate each 
proficiency level? 

 
Participants 
 
 All of the 200 participants (N=200) in this study were selected 
through stratified random sampling from a cohort of 4,812 students across 
the university, taking CU-TEP and a compulsory fundamental English 
course offered by Chulalongkorn University Language Institute (CULI) in 
2015, based on their CU-TEP scores and corresponding CEFR proficiency 
levels (C1, B2, B1 and A2)1.  Despite studying 18 different disciplines, the 
research population were mostly Thai native speakers, of the same age 
group (around 17-19), and with the same prior 12-year period of English 
study.  They comprised 1,949 males and 2,863 females. 
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Corpus Selection 
 
 A total of 4,812 students taking CU-TEP and CULI’s fundamental 
English course in 2015 were divided into four CEFR proficiency levels (C1, 
B2, B1, and A2), using CU-TEP scores and corresponding CEFR levels as 
strata. Systematic random sampling was then used to sample 50 students 
from each of the four proficiency lists for consistency in the number for a 
sample size of 200. The hand-written scripts of the writing task of the 200 
students chosen comprising 90 males and 110 females were re-typed into 
text files, including all errors, for analysis of selected linguistic features, 
using L2SCA, the Text Inspector lexical profiling tool, and LCA-AW V.2.2. 
Table 1 shows CU-TEP scores and their corresponding CEFR levels. Table 2 
presents the breakdown of the population at each proficiency level while 
Table 3 displays an overview of the corpora included in this study.   
 
Table 1 
 
CU-TEP Score and CEFR Levels2 

 
CU-TEP 
(Max 120 points) 

CEFR Levels 

14-34 
35-69 
70-98 
99-120 

A2 
B1 
B2 
C1 

 

Table 2 
 
Breakdown of the Population at each Proficiency Level 
 

Proficiency Level Number of Students Percent 

C1 67 1.39 
B2 1,113 23.13 
B1 3,224 67.00 
A2 408 8.48 

Total 4,812 100 
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Variables and Computational Tools  
 

CU-TEP  
 

The Chulalongkorn University Test of English Proficiency (CU-TEP) 
is an in-house standardized test in a multiple-choice format (four choices 
per question).  It consists of 30 listening comprehension questions, 60 
reading comprehension questions, and 30 semi-writing questions in the 
form of error identification for a total of 120 test items. Primarily designed 
to assess students’ academic proficiency, the test is required for admission 
to graduate programs and undergraduate English programs at 
Chulalongkorn University (Chulalongkorn University Academic Testing 
Center, 2007) as well as multiple other educational institutions in Thailand.  
As all first-year Chulalongkorn University students in the Thai programs 
take the test prior to the start of their first semester, they can track their 
language learning progress throughout their time at the university.  

 
Writing Task  
 

During the academic years 2014-2015, as part of the 
Chulalongkorn University Language Institute (CULI)’s initiative to evaluate 
first-year students’ actual writing ability not directly addressed by CU-TEP, 
the first-year students were assigned to write an opinion paragraph of a 
minimum of 80 words on the same general topic generated by the 
researcher, the then-deputy director for Academic Affairs, within 30 
minutes in their first week of their English classes. The students were 
informed the task was not part of their course grades.  
  
L2SCA 
 

The L2 Syntactic Complexity Analyzer (L2SCA) is a computational 
tool which generates syntactic complexity measures for analysis of texts 
written by L2 learners.  Developed by Lu (2010), the tool includes 14 
indices of syntactic complexity of the sample drawn from Ortega (2003). 
  
Text Inspector  
 

This is a lexical profiling tool that analyzes the vocabulary content 
of texts, especially for L2 learners. The tool allows users to acquire detailed 
information regarding complexity and lexical diversity, among others. Its 
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four corpora include English Vocabulary Profile (EVP), British National 
Corpus (BNC), Academic Word List (AWL), and Corpus of Contemporary 
American English (COCA) (Text Inspector, 2022). 

 
LCA-AW V.2.2 
 

A modified version of the LCA (Lexical Complexity Analyzer, Lu, 
2012), the tool computes the lexical complexity of texts, using 25 lexical 
measures that can indicate learners’ linguistic proficiency. LCA-AW V. 2.2 
is suitable for analyzing the lexical complexity of academic writing. It is 
used in the present study to complement Text Inspector in measuring 
lexical density. 
 
Table 3 
 
Overview of the Corpora 
 

 C1 B2 B1 A2 Total 

Number of texts in each corpus  
Word count  
Average words per text 

50 
4547 
90.94 

50 
4,660 
93.20 

50 
4,172 
83.44 

50 
3,177 
63.54 

200 
16,556 
82.78 

 
Syntactic Complexity Measures 
 
 The five syntactic complexity measures for the present study 
(Table 4) were taken from Gustin (2019), who selected from the fourteen 
indices of syntactic complexity in the L2SCA (Lu, 2010). They include two 
measures of clausal complexity (sentence complexity ratio and dependent 
clauses ratio) and three measures of phrasal complexity (mean length of 
clause3, coordinate phrases per clause, and complex nominals per clause). 
Another two measures (mean length of sentence and mean length of T-
unit4) were added by the researcher as influenced by the findings of Kim 
(2014) since they were deemed to best fit the purpose of this current study 
which sought to examine syntactic complexity of learner writing at length-
based as well as clausal and phrasal levels. Table 4 shows the syntactic 
complexity measures used in the present study. 
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Table 4 
 
Syntactic Complexity Measures Used in the Present Study (adapted from 
Gustin (2019) and Kim (2014)) 
 

Type Measure Definition 

Length of 
production unit 

1. Mean length of sentence # of words / # of sentences 

2. Mean length of T-unit # of words / # of T-units 

3. Mean length of clause # of words / # of clauses 

Clausal 
complexity 

1. Sentence complexity ratio # of finite clauses / # of sentences 

2. Dependent clauses ratio # of dependent clauses / # of clauses 

Phrasal 
complexity 

2. Coordinate phrases per 
clause 

# of coordinate phrases / # of finite 
clauses 

3. Complex nominals per 
clause 

# of complex nominals / # of finite 
clauses  

 
Lexical Complexity Measures 
 
 Indices from various computational tools were selected to 
measure different dimensions of lexical complexity. Combined, these 
measures could generate a clear lexical profile of the learners at each 
proficiency level in line with McCarthy and Jarvis (2010) suggesting that 
more than one single index be used because different indices can capture 
unique lexical diversity information. Table 5 displays the lexical complexity 
measures used in this study. 
 
Table 5 
 

Lexical Complexity Measures Used in the Present Study (adapted from 
Kalantari & Gholami (2017)) 
 

Lexical 
Complexity 

Measures Definition Tools 

Density Lexical Density The proportion of content 
(lexical) words to the total 
number of words 
(Johanssen, 2008) 

LCA-AW V.2.2 
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Lexical 
Complexity 

Measures Definition Tools 

Diversity Measure of 
Textual Lexical 
Diversity 
(MTLD)  

The mean length of 
sequential word strings in a 
text that maintain a given 
TTR (type-token  ratio) 
(McCarthy & Jarvis, 2010) 

A module in Text 
Inspector 

Vocabulary 
Diversity  
(vocd-D) 

A mathematical algorithm 
applied to TTR as a solution 
to the problem of using TTR 
for language samples of 
varying sizes (Malvern & 
Richards (1997) 

A module in Text 
Inspector 

Sophistication Academic Word 
List (AWL) 

A list of 570 head words and 
their connected sublists that 
occur frequently in academic 
texts (Coxhead, 2000) 

A module in Text 
Inspector 

 
Results 

 
 The results for each complexity measure adopted in this study 
include descriptive statistics with a box plot that shows how the data is 
spread out. Five pieces of information included in the diagram are the 
minimum, first quartile (the 25% mark), median, third quartile (the 75% 
mark), and the maximum (Glen, n.d.). The descriptive statistics are 
accompanied by statistical results that display pairwise comparisons 
between the four groups under study. 
 
Mean Length of Sentence 
 
 Table 6 summarizes the medians for mean length of sentence 
across different proficiency levels. 
 
Table 6 
 
Medians for Mean Length of Sentence 

 
Level C1 B2 B1 A2 

Median 19.33 18.43 16.50 14.20 
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Figure 1 
 
Box Plots for Mean Length of Sentence 
 

 
 

 Figure 1 shows the C1 group had less variation than the B1 and A2 
groups and on average had the most number of words per sentence, 
followed closely by the B2 group. The A2 plot, in contrast, shifted 
significantly toward the low values as seen by the longer whisker toward 
the higher values. This could mean the more proficient students tended to 
more consistently produce longer sentences. 
 To determine if there were statistically significant differences 
between each group of students across all English proficiency levels, 
Skewness and Kurtosis statistics were used to test the normality of the 
variable’s distribution. As the data in each group was found non-normally 
distributed, the Kruskal-Wallis H test was chosen. 
 The adjusted p-value obtained from performing post-hoc pairwise 
comparisons using Bonferroni Correction shows there was significant 
difference in the medians of mean length sentence between the A2-B2 
pair (H=31.960, adjusted p=0.035) and A2-C1 pair (H=44.730, adjusted 
p=0.001). This means both C1 and B2 groups significantly produced longer 
sentences than the lower proficient A2 group. 
 

Mean Length of T-Unit 
 

 Table 7 exhibits the median values for mean length of T-unit. It is 
worth noting the medians of the B2 and B1 groups are very similar and 
close to that of the C1 group with the A2 group trailing far behind. 
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Table 7 
 
Medians for Mean Length of T-unit 
 

Level C1 B2 B1 A2 

Median 17.00 16.30 16.23 12.5 

 

Figure 2 
 
Box Plots for Mean Length of T-unit 

 
  
 The C1 plot shows data values that are the most consistent with its 
median value as manifested by the smallest box. It can be concluded that 
on average the C1 group consistently produced more words per T-unit 
than other groups. While the B2 and B1 group had very similar median 
values, the A2 plot shifted toward the lower values down to 0.00. 
 The pairwise comparisons also reveal a significant difference in the 
medians of mean length of T-unit between the A2-B2 pair (H=41.500, 
adjusted p=.002) and A2-C1 pair (H=51.500, adjusted p=.000). This reflects 
a similar trend as the mean length of sentence.  That is, more proficient 
writers displayed significantly more syntactic complexity in terms of words 
per T-unit than writers of lower proficiency.  
 
Mean Length of Clause 
 
 Table 8 presents the median values for mean length of clause. 
While the C1, B2, and B1 groups differed in the number of words per 
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clause by only 1-2 words, the A2 group trailed behind with only 1.83 words 
per clause.   
 
Table 8 
 

Mean Length of Clause 
 

Level C1 B2 B1 A2 

Median 10.00 9.00 8.28 1.83 

 

Figure 3 
 
Box Plots for Mean Length of Clause 
 

 
 
 Figure 3 indicates a similar level of variation across the box plots. It 
also shows that the median values for mean length of clause declined at 
decreasing proficiency levels. The pairwise comparisons show significant 
differences in the medians between the A2-B2 pair (H=45.030, adjusted 
p=.001), A2-C1 pair (H=65.340, adjusted p=.000), and B1-C1 pair 
(H=48.390, adjusted p=.000). This affirms that more proficient writers had 
a higher mean length of clause than lower proficient writers.  The results 
reveal that all three length-based measures could significantly 
discriminate the writing performance of students across proficiency levels. 
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Sentence Complexity Ratio 
 
 Table 9 exhibits the median values for sentence complexity ratio 
(clauses per sentence). At different proficiency levels, these were very 
similar.  The C1 and B1 groups had the same median value of 2.00. 
 
 
Table 9 
 
Sentence Complexity Ratio 
 

Level C1 B2 B1 A2 

Median 2.00 1.94 2.00 1.83 

 

Figure 4 
 
Box Plots for Sentence Complexity Ratio 
 

 

 Figure 4 demonstrates similar levels of variation in the C1, B2, and 
B1 groups. Based on the diagram and the median values in Table 9, it can 
be concluded that all four groups had nearly the same number of clauses 
per sentence. Also, the Kruskal-Wallis H test did not find any statistically 
significant differences as the medians for sentence complexity were equal 
across all four groups (H=1.513, p=.679). In other words, sentence 
complexity ratio was not a feature discriminating the students’ writing 
performance at different proficiency levels. 
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Dependent Clauses Ratio 
 
 Table 10 displays the median values for dependent clauses ratio 
(dependent clauses per clause). The C1 and B2 groups had nearly the same 
median values. Likewise, the B2 and A2 groups showed very similar results 
despite being slightly lower than the previous two groups.   
 
Table 10 
 
Dependent Clauses Ratio 
 

Level C1 B2 B1 A2 

Median 0.42 0.43 0.38 0.32 

 

Figure 5 
 
Dependent Clauses Ratio 
 

 
 

 All the box plots in Figure 5 indicate a high level of variation. Except 
for the B1 plot, the other three plots shifted toward the value of 0.00, 
which could mean some students used no dependent clauses in their 
writings. 
 The Kruskal-Wallis H test found a statistically significant difference 
in the medians for the dependent clauses ratio (H=8.530, p=0.036). 
However, the pairwise comparisons reveal no significant difference 
between each pair. 
 The results show that sentence complexity ratio and dependent 
clauses ratio, which are the two measures adopted in this present study 
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to investigate clausal complexity, could not distinguish the writing quality 
of students across proficiency levels. 
 

Coordinate Phrases per Clause 
 
 Table 11 summarizes the median values for coordinate phrases per 
clause. The C1 group displayed the highest median value while the B2 
group demonstrated the lowest.   
 
Table 11 
 
Coordinate Phrases per Clause 
 

Level  C1 B2 B1 A2 

Median  0.29 0.21 0.23 0.22 

 
Figure 6 
 
Coordinate Phrases per Clause 
 

 
 
 Figure 6 exhibits a high level of variation across the box plots. 
Interestingly, all the four plots shifted toward the value of 0.00, meaning 
there were some students in every group who used no coordinate phrases. 
On average, however, the C1 group had the highest median value for 
coordinate phrases per clause compared to other groups. The B2, B1, and 
A2 groups had about the same number of coordinate phases per clause in 
their writings. 
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 The Kruskal-Wallis H test found no significant difference in the 
median values for coordinate phrases per clause (H=3.834, p=.280). This 
phrasal complexity measure was, therefore, not a good predictor of 
students’ writing performance. 
 
Complex Nominals per Clause 
 
 Table 12 exhibits slightly different median values for complex 
nominals per clause across the groups.   
Table 12 
 
Complex Nominals per Clause  
 

Level C1 B2 B1 A2 

Median 1.29 1.25 1.13 1.10 

 
Figure 7 
 
Complex Nominals per Clause 

 
 
 Figure 7 shows the highest variation in the A2 group with the plot 
shifting toward the value of 0.00. Based on the diagram, on average, there 
was an increased use of complex nominals per clause with proficiency 
levels. 
 The Kruskal-Wallis H test, however, did not find any statistically 
significant difference in the median values for complex nominals per 
clause (H=5.679, p=.128).  The results suggest that like coordinate phrases 
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per clause, complex nominals per clause was not a distinguishing feature 
of students’ writing performance across different proficiency levels. 
 
Lexical Density 
 
 Table 13 demonstrates the median values for lexical density 
analyzed by LCA-AW V.2.2 on the American National Corpus (ANC) and 
NLTK Python Library. While the A2 group had the highest median value, 
the C1 and B2 had the lowest.   
 
Table 13 
 
Lexical Density 
 

Level C1 B2 B1 A2 

Median 0.58 0.58 0.60 0.64 

 
Figure 8 
 
Lexical Density 
 

 
 
 The box plots show that the A2 group had the highest level of 
variation and the highest median value for lexical density. The median 
values decreased at increasing proficiency levels. Despite having the same 
median value as the B2 group, the C1 group had less variation, and 50% of 
the data seemed to be evenly distributed in the first and third quartile. 
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 The pairwise comparisons demonstrate significant differences in 
the medians for lexical density between the B2-A2 pair (H=-61.090, 
adjusted p=.000), the C1-A2 pair (H=-54.070, adjusted p=.000), and the B1-
A2 pair (H=-32.640, adjusted p=.028). This means the less proficient 
writers had a higher lexical density than their more proficient 
counterparts. 
 
Lexical Diversity 
 
 Tables 14 and 15 exhibit the median values derived from One-way 
ANOVA test, using MLTD and vocd-D as measures of lexical diversity. The 
results in both tables were consistent in that the C1 group had the higher 
median than the other groups.   
 
Table 14 
 
One-way ANOVA Test Result of MLTD 
 

Level C1 B2 B1 A2 

Median 88.25 71.17 59.50 47.92 

 
Table 15 
 
One-way ANOVA Test Result of vocd-D 
 

 Level C1 B2 B1 A2 

 Median 90.02 75.67 57.63 53.88 

 
Figure 9 
 
One-way ANOVA Test Result of MLTD 
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Figure 10 
 
One-way ANOVA Test Result of vocd-D 
 

 
 
 The box plots in Figures 9 and 10 exhibit a very similar trend in that 
the C1 group had the highest median value and an almost symmetric data 
distribution as shown by the equal length of the tails and the median at 
the center of the box. The medians of the other three groups declined at 
decreasing proficiency levels. 
 To determine whether there were statistically significant 
differences between each group of students, the One-way ANOVA test 
was performed because the Skewness and Kurtosis statistic found the data 
to be normally distributed. 
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 The p-value obtained by performing the post-hoc test reveals that 
the average MLTD score significantly differed in every pair of student 
groups except for the A2-B1 pair. Similarly, the average vocd-D score 
exhibited the same results, showing significant differences in all but the 
A2-B1 pair. This confirms lexical diversity as a distinctive characteristic of 
students’ writing quality. 
 
Lexical Sophistication 
 
 To examine lexical sophistication, the AWL tool in Text Inspector 
analyzed the students’ scripts according to the Academic Word List 
(Coxhead, 2000). The list is classified into 10 sublists (AWL1-AWL10) based 
on the frequency of occurrence of word in the Academic Corpus. That is, 
words in AWL1 occur more frequently in academic texts than those in the 
next sublists in descending order. The K1-K5 sublists, on the other end, 
include phrasal expressions (e.g. have to, there is/are, such as, going to) 
and are also categorized by their descending order of frequency. Table 16 
summarizes the median values for coverage percentage of the words in all 
the sublists for each group. 
 
Table 16 
 
Coverage Percentage of Words in All Sublists  
 

Level C1 B2 B1 A2 

Median 4.94 2.86 0.00 0.00 

 
Figure 11 
 
Coverage Percentage of Words in All Sublists 
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 The bar chart illustrates that the C1 group had the most lexical 
sophistication, using a diverse range of words across the sublists. The B2 
group shows the highest use of the most frequently occurring phrasal 
expressions followed by the B1 group. It is worthy of note that the A2 
group exhibited the tendency to use more of the phrasal expressions than 
words in the Academic Word List. Based on the data, it can be concluded 
that more proficient writers use more sophisticated and rare words, 
making lexical sophistication another good predictor of students’ writing 
quality. 
 

Discussion 
 
 This study aims to investigate key defining features in the writing 
performance of students across different English proficiency levels with a 
focus on syntactic and lexical complexity. The findings reveal that there 
were statistically significant differences in mean length of sentence, mean 
length of T-unit, and mean length of clause across all groups, and the mean 
length of production unit increased with proficiency levels. The results 
substantiate Chen et al. (2014) reporting significant correlations between 
mean length of sentence and mean length of clause and learners’ writing 
quality.  They are also consistent with the findings of Kim (2014), Grant 
and Ginther (2000), and Ortega (2003) that more proficient writers are 
more likely to generate syntactically longer texts. The positive results from 
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the investigation of all the three length of production unit measures in this 
study could possibly help justify the usefulness of the length-based 
syntactic complexity indices. 
 Regarding clausal complexity, the research found that sentence 
complexity ratio and dependent clause ratio failed to differentiate the 
students’ writing quality, suggesting that students at all proficiency levels 
produced relatively the same average number of clausally complex 
sentences. In this study, for a sentence to be clausally complex, it needs to 
have at least one main clause and at least one finite dependent clause 
(Gustin, 2019). For example:  
 

While hazing rituals are considered a rather controversial 
topic nowadays, it is not necessarily a bad thing.  

 
In this sentence, the underlined part is the subordinate or finite dependent 
clause while the one in italics is the main clause. 
 The results of this study contradicted those of Chuenchaichon 
(2011) which found indices of clausal complexity to be feasible measures. 
This was probably because less experienced L2 writers tended to use 
simple sentence structures instead of more complex sentences through 
subordination. For instance:  
 

I have a new friend.  I feel lucky and so happy.  I like senior 
very good take care. 

 
 As for phrasal complexity, although multiple scholars have 
suggested that indices of phrasal complexity are better predictors of L2 
writing quality (e.g. Biber et al., 2011; Kyle & Crossley, 2018), the same did 
not hold true in this present study as the investigation of the two phrasal 
complexity measures  (coordinate phrases per clause and complex 
nominals per clause) reveled that phrasal complexity was not a feature 
that could distinguish proficiency levels even though more proficient 
students appeared to produce more phrasally complex sentences. It is 
worth pointing out that in this study, a sentence is considered phrasally 
complex if within a clause, there is at least a coordinate phrase (i.e. 
adjective, adverb, noun, or verb phrase), and/or at least a complex 
nominal (i.e. noun plus adjective, possessive, prepositional phrase, relative 
clause, participle, or appositive, nominal clause, and gerunds and 
infinitives in the subject position) (Gustin, 2019). Take for example:  
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University hazing rituals, a major part of freshmen’s 
academic and social life is beneficial to students.  

  
This sentence is phrasally complex as it contains a long coordinated noun 
phrase (underlined).   
 Another striking result is in the realm of lexical complexity. In 
contrast with some studies (e.g. To et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2021) which 
indicated that the lexical density of EFL students was generally low, the 
less proficient students in this study were found to have a higher level of 
lexical density, and the density level decreased at increasing proficiency 
levels.  One possible explanation is that in an attempt to convey 
information in their writing, some less proficient writers will probably 
write the way they talk – the so-called conversation writing – resulting in 
more words used without appropriate punctuation.  For example:  
 

I love to enjoy it sometimes I thought I prefer activity than 
studying Ha Ha Ha just kidding and I will show you some 
activities such as dance… . 

 
 With respect to lexical diversity, the results exhibited statistically 
significant differences in lexical diversity across proficiency levels, 
suggesting that the writings of more advanced learners have a much 
higher lexical diversity or a greater amount of lexical variation, validating 
lexical diversity as a good predictor in determining writing quality. This 
could be attributable to the learners’ wider range of vocabulary which they 
could draw upon and use, avoiding frequent reliance on the same set of 
words. 
 By the same token, it was found that more proficient writers 
demonstrated more lexical sophistication, using many of the words in all 
AWL sublists and beyond, reflecting their large lexical repertoire. 
Conversely, less proficient writers relied more on common phrasal 
expressions such as have to, lead to, there are, used to, a good deal, 
instead of, as long as, and the like probably as a result of their repeated 
use of these expressions in their previous writings. The finding aligns with 
Banerjee et al. (2007), whereby writing performance at increasing 
proficiency levels exhibits greater lexical variation and sophistication. As 
such, it can be concluded that a range of vocabulary is a possible feature 
discriminating proficiency levels (Hawkey & Barker, 2004). 
 According to the findings, in answer to the first research question, 
distinctive syntactic and lexical features typify the most proficient writers, 
including the production of longer clauses as well as longer and more 
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clausally and phrasally complex sentences.  They also demonstrated high 
lexical richness through the use of a broad range of vocabulary and 
diverse, sophisticated academic words. These features were also found in 
all the other groups but to a lesser extent. In other words, on average, the 
C1 group displayed the most of these distinguishing traits in their writing. 
The B2 group exhibited the second most and so on. In response to 
research questions 2 and 3, the study revealed that of the seven syntactic 
complexity measures investigated in this study, the indices that could 
significantly differentiate proficiency levels were mean length of sentence, 
mean length of T-unit, and mean length of clause, all of which were in the 
category of length of production unit. In contrast, all the three lexical 
complexity indices examined were found to be good predictors of L2 
writing quality across different proficiency levels. 
 

Conclusion 
 
 This study aimed to analyze and acquire detailed insights into what 
contributes to the writing quality of first-year students at different levels 
of proficiency with respect to syntactic and lexical complexity. 
Pedagogically, the results of this study suggest that the writing quality of 
higher and less proficient students are significantly different in syntactic 
structures and lexical use.  Thus, the practice of using the same writing 
coursebook for students across proficiency levels without taking into 
consideration the varying degrees of students’ language competence is far 
from ideal. If need be, it is advisable that teachers prepare supplementary 
materials specifically tailored to enrich advanced writers’ writing 
proficiency and offset less proficient students’ apparent linguistic 
weaknesses. For instance, teachers may want to introduce some rhetorical 
devices that advanced writers could use to achieve a specific effect or to 
assign more challenging writing tasks that command the students’ creative 
writing skills, empowering them to fully maximize their writing proficiency 
and become successful writers.  At the other end of the proficiency scale, 
beginner writers could benefit from materials that help enhance their 
grammatical competence and build lexical richness, the two areas in which 
they seem to falter most. To facilitate such exercises, students should be 
grouped according to their proficiency levels, allowing them to progress at 
their own pace. Alternatively, a non-credit prep writing course designed to 
teach necessary writing skills for less proficient students could be offered 
to first-year students prior to the start of the semester to enable them to 
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master the knowledge of grammatical structures and vocabulary needed 
for academic writing. 

Although the findings of this study may contribute meaningfully to 
the current literature, one issue that was not addressed was the aspect of 
grammatical accuracy.  A future study in this area would be of great help 
in verifying whether there exists a trade-off between the writers’ syntactic 
and lexical complexity and grammatical accuracy.  Also, with each 
relatively short script in the corpus, the findings might not be transferable 
to longer scripts. Further investigations of different types of writing with 
longer texts will allow a greater degree of accuracy on matters of syntactic 
and lexical complexity to be established.        
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Endnotes 
 

1  The CEFR six proficiency levels are grouped into three broad 
levels: Basic User (A1, A2), Independent User (B1, B2), and Proficient 
User (C1, C2) (Council of Europe Portal). 

2 Based on the research on Mapping CU-TEP to Common European 
Framework of Reference (CEFR) (Wudthayagorn, 2018) 

3  Mean length of clause in the L2SCA and in the present study 
appears in the category of length of production unit. 

4  T-unit (Hunt, 1965) refers to “one main clause plus whatever 
subordinate clauses happen to be attached or embedded within it”. 
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